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MS. ERBE:  This week on To the Contrary, first, who’s going to create more 

great jobs for women?  Then, the Vatican takes on, quote, “radical feminist nuns.”  

Behind the headlines, the burden of winning the Nobel Peace Prize.       

   

(Musical break.) 

 

MS. ERBE:  Hello, I’m Bonnie Erbe.  Welcome to To the Contrary, a discussion 

of news and social trends from diverse perspectives.  Up first, the war for women voters 

rages on.    

 

The war for women’s votes continues this week with President Obama and Mitt 

Romney, each claiming he can create more jobs and prosperity for women.  Mitt 

Romney, now winning the vote of married women, is relying heavily on his wife Anne to 

rein in women voters. 

 

The Obama campaign launched an interactive web app called “The Life of Julia,” 

which guides users through an average middle class woman’s life from ages three to 67.  

It claims women fare better under Obama policies.  Under a President Romney, for 

example, the tool cuts Julia’s benefits 40 percent.  But Romney counters President 

Obama has created an economy that is hostile to women.    

 

So Bay Buchanan, who’s right?  Would women fare better under a second Obama 

or a first Romney administration?   

 

MS. BUCHANAN:  You know, Bonnie, women have done so badly under 

Obama, I don’t know how we could do any worse.  I mean of those people who have lost 

jobs in the last three years, women account for 93 percent of them.  I think Mitt Romney 

clearly will have pro-growth policies which will start creating jobs which will benefit 

women.   

 

MS. NATIVIDAD:  For the president whose first bill to sign was a pay equity 

bill, the vision for the economy is one that has affordable health care for women, 

Medicare that’s intact, student loans with interest rates that are reasonable, and loans for 

small business owners who happen to be women.  That’s the Obama economy.   

 

MS. SETMAYER:  If women want to be part of a nanny state and being taken 

care of by the government, which is a failed policy based on what we’ve seen so far with 

the economy under Obama, then I guess they can vote for Obama.  Mitt Romney clearly 

has a pro-growth agenda that will fix this economy and women will benefit as a result.   

 

MS. MATSON:  President Obama is much better for women and for women’s 

health and economic rights than the Governor Romney is.  I think it’s very clear that 



Obama is the way to go, especially for young women, when he’s pushed for 

contraception access.  It’s a huge issue for young women.   

 

MS. ERBE:  Now, Bay Buchanan, getting back to what you said, he – Romney is 

talking about 40 percent cuts in social programs.  Women are 10 to 20 percent more 

likely to be on those programs – Medicare, Medicaid – 

 

MS. BUCHANAN:  Social Security.   

 

MS. ERBE:  – Social Security, et cetera, than men.  So how can you say they 

would do better under Romney?   

 

MS. BUCHANAN:  Well, the key is where you come from.  I think there’s a real 

injustice here to suggest that the thing women care about most is contraception or this or 

that.  They’re just like the rest of – they’re just like all Americans.  They care about jobs 

first, the economy, this outrageous spending going on in Washington, the trillion dollar 

deficits.  Nobody – small businesses where women often thrive.  And yet, the regulations 

of Obama are crushing small business out there.  The tax policies that are now being 

proposed by Obama will hurt them again.  This election is about the economy.  And 

before women can do anything, they have to be able to take care of themselves and their 

families.   

 

MS. NATIVIDAD:  The women do, but because women tend to get paid less, are 

out of the workforce more often, they do depend on certain government services.  It’s not 

as if women aren’t going to do anything.  The Obama administration gave out 16,000 

loans to women small business owners that came to about $5 billion.  It’s not like they 

weren’t doing anything.  For a lot of working women, health care is the biggest expense, 

whether it’s for themselves or their family.  So fixing health care was critical, is critical 

for women’s economy wellbeing.  It’s not something that you just sort of do there on the 

side because, oh, you want to fix it.  You know, it’s a new issue for you.  For women it’s 

central.   

 

MS. SETMAYER:  Okay, well that’s wonderful if they gave out loans for small 

business, but under Obama, if those women owned businesses are successful, they will be 

taxed to death and probably their businesses won’t continue to be successful or they’ll 

have to – or will have to – they won’t be able to create jobs because of – because of 

Obamacare.  So that’s great that they can start businesses, but then Obama’s policies are 

if you’re successful, we’re going to tax you to death.  And health care, we’re going to 

force you to have a certain type of government run health care or else you can’t – you’re 

not going to be able to create jobs – 

 

MS. MATSON:  Let’s not – 

 

MS. SETMAYER:  So it’s a double edged sword.  And one other thing about 

Medicare and – 

 



MS. MATSON:  No, no, no, no.   

 

(Cross talk.)   

 

MS. MATSON:  Hey, let’s not blame President Obama for consistent elevation of 

the 1 percent over everyone else in this country.  You know, the fact is, let’s take a look 

at Governor Romney, who can’t decide how he feels about equal pay for women and has 

waffled consistently, who is trailing and sagging dramatically with independent women 

voters.  That’s one thing what we all think.  It’s independent women voters who are going 

to decide this election and they are not going to Governor Romney – 

 

MS. ERBE:  What’s interesting – what’s interesting is that Romney, like Bush 

before him and Reagan before him, is winning the white married women’s vote, but 

losing women of color, single women, and older single women and younger single 

women substantially to President Obama.  What could President Obama do to try to win 

back the vote of white married women?   

 

MS. SETMAYER:  Well, he needs to stop talking about the government being 

infused in their lives and the government’s going to rescue them on everything.  I mean I 

saw this “Life of Julia” ad that they started – 

 

MS. ERBE:  App. 

 

MS. SETMAYER:  – app, whatever it is.  It’s a brilliant idea.  I give them credit 

for creativity because this is where Republicans lose all the time.  We lose on the 

emotional appeal and relatability to practical things.  We’re right when it comes to the 

numbers.  We’re right to what – you know – on the idea individual responsibility creating 

jobs, but unfortunately, we lose in the PR battle because we don’t put it in a way that 

makes it understandable to the average person.   

 

MS. NATIVIDAD:  It’s not a question – 

 

MS. SETMAYER:  And it’s very disingenuous what’s in this, okay, the facts of it 

are really unbelievably outrageous, but the idea of what they’ve done, making it, well, 

this is what will happen in a relatable way, the Democrats are winning on that.  Romney 

has to figure out a way to make this message relatable.   

 

MS. NATIVIDAD:  Let me tell you something.  A lot of women aren’t going to 

look at an app, okay?  They’re not.  So let’s not even talk about the Julia story, which 

anybody can rebut.  The fact to the matter is, well, yes, it’s easy to do that.  It’s an app.  

Young people do that.  I don’t.  But here’s the deal.  There is an atmosphere – it’s not a 

PR campaign thing.  Romney came out of a primary season, where somehow women felt 

that the Republican Party was against them, and he’s in that cloud and not separate from 

it.  And then some statements that he made later or not saying anything when he was 

asked – 

 



(Cross talk.)   

 

MS. NATIVIDAD:  Wait, wait.  Let me just say this.  There were two women I 

came to speak at a business conference.  And they’re not political people.  They’re from 

Texas, senior executives.  And I said, well, what do you think about the elections?  And 

this woman said to me, you know, one wants to take my money and the other one wants 

to take my rights and between the two, it’s my rights I care about.  Then the other 

woman, who’s an EVP at a company, said to me, she said, I can’t believe we’re talking 

about contraception in this day and age.  That’s the cloud.  See what I’m saying.  So it’s 

got nothing to do with your numbers.  It’s got nothing to do with apps.  It has to do with a 

Republican thrust that made women believe that the party is against them.   

 

MS. BUCHANAN:  Let’s make one thing clear.  First of all, Governor Romney 

has made it very clear.  He believes in equal pay.  So that’s a mistake there.  Two – 

 

MS. SETMAYER:  And he’s not trying to take contraception away, either.   

 

(Cross talk.)   

 

MS. BUCHANAN:  – is accurate.  What you suggest is accurate that we went 

through a primary period and it was key that there was all kinds of talk about things that 

involve the Republican Party, where we are, who are we going to choose.  We did not 

focus on Obama’s record for the last year.  Now, we are turning and we’re going to focus.  

Americans did not realize that women have been so harmed and children have been so 

harmed by the failed policies of this administration and we’re going to bring that to their 

attention.  This election will be about the Obama’s record and what he can do to turn this 

economy around.  He has no answers.   

 

MS. ERBE:  I have to ask you guys, though, on the Democratic side, were you 

surprised by how easy it was for Romney, once he became the presumed nominee, to 

catch up with Obama in the polls?  I was.  I mean, they’re only 2, 3 points apart – 

 

MS. NATIVIDAD:  No.   

 

MS. ERBE:  – and I thought at this stage of the game, Obama would be way 

ahead.   

 

MS. NATIVIDAD:  Catch up where?  Catch up in general?   

 

MS. ERBE:  In the polls, overall.   

 

MS. NATIVIDAD:  Overall, no, no, no, because that’s normal.  Once the 

nominee is identified by either party, they get a boost.  So in every other past election, 

that is the pattern.  But it’s long slog to November.  And right now, when you break 

down the overall to male versus female, as you say, Obama is ahead among the women.  

You can break down – 



 

MS. BUCHANAN:  And getting thrashed among men.   

 

MS. NATIVIDAD:  You can break down his record and say he’s nasty to women, 

not good enough, blah, blah, blah, the fact to the matter is that during his tenure, there are 

things he can point to.  For instance, you know – for instance, wanting Medicare to be 

intact.  And that’s 87 percent female.   

 

(Cross talk.)   

 

MS. SETMAYER:  That’s a pipe dream because Medicare can’t stay intact the 

way it is, neither can Social Security.  These are entitlements – 

 

MS. ERBE:  Erin, quickly, and then we got to go.   

 

MS. MATSON:  The kind of women voters, 80 percent of which, to go back to 

contraception, which has become a huge issue, even though no woman wants it to be, 80 

percent of independent women voters don’t know Romney’s position.  But when they 

learn, two thirds of them oppose it.  And so I think that goes back to why independent 

women voters are – 

 

(Cross talk.)   

 

MS. ERBE:  That’s it.  Let us know what you think.  Please follow me on Twitter 

@BonnieErbe or @tothecontrary.  From voters to sisters.   

 

(Begin video segment.)   

 

MS. ERBE:  The Leadership Conference of Women Religious represents most 

America’s 57,000 nuns.  The conference will meet in Washington, D.C., late this month, 

to respond to a recent Vatican rebuke.  The group was placed under the control of the 

archbishop of Seattle, after the Vatican said it became dangerously dominated by, quote, 

“themes of radical feminism that are incompatible with Catholic faith.”  Those themes 

include ministering to gays and lesbians, the ordination of women allowing Catholic 

priests to marry, and even the right to choose abortion. 

 

American nuns don’t wear habits, no longer toil unpaid in Catholic schools or 

hospitals, and their numbers have dropped by two thirds during the past 50 years.   

 

MS. KATHLEEN CUMMING [Assistant Professor University of Notre Dame]: 

For many, the habit became sort of what they call a portable cloister, that is something 

that separated them out, put them from – cut the distance from them and other members 

of the hierarchy.  So in abandoning that or deciding – deciding not to wear that, it was not 

a matter of rejection of the church or rejection of history.  It was a matter of what would 

make us more accessible.  What would be able – what would enable us to do our 

mission?   



 

(End video segment.)   

 

MS. ERBE:  So the nuns – and again, they don’t represent all nuns, but 80 percent 

of the 57,000 left, which is a third of what it was five decades ago.  What’s going on 

between them and the Vatican?  This has been brewing for some time.  And how should 

they respond when they have their meeting later this month, in the beginning of June?   

 

MS. NATIVIDAD:  Well, the Vatican has turned very conservative.  I mean, we 

now have new prayers that supposedly are much more tied to the old church.  Meanwhile, 

the nuns, who are all about service, have been servicing people over the years and 

they’ve seen the cost of poverty.  They have seen what disease does.  They are there in 

the very real way.  So it’s hard for them to chastise or say a certain group of people are 

all wrong or they shouldn’t deal with them at all.  So they’re so called “feminism” – and I 

have to tell you, as a feminist, I find it very hard to combine nuns, feminists.  You know, 

that’s something I never thought about.  But if you’re talking about being supportive of 

those who are lesser than in society, it opened their eyes, and therefore, they tend to be 

liberal in terms of the church.   

 

MS. BUCHANAN:  It’s nothing to do with politics.  It’s not anything to do with 

them being liberal or being in favor of Obamacare.  This investigation started long before 

this.  The key is are they taking positions and advocating positions that are in – contrary 

to the basic tenets, the religious beliefs of the Catholic Church, because they are being – 

they’re representing the Catholic Church where they go as Catholic nuns, and they cannot 

– that is against the rules of the Church.  So you can’t have it both ways.  You can’t take 

upon yourself the authority of a Catholic nun and then go out and preach that which is 

against the church and not expect the authorities to come down.   

 

MS. SETMAYER:  And that’s what’s going on here.  It’s a doctrinal discussion, 

not a political one amongst the hierarchy of the Catholic Church.  I mean, are there – 

 

MS. ERBE:  It’s a doctrinal discussion.  However, Tara, it’s also about like whom 

they have invited to speak.  You would think – you know – American nuns are much 

better educated than most nuns.  The country – and Catholicism is thriving in this 

country, but it’s mainly because of a huge influx of – 

 

MS. SETMAYER:  Immigrants.   

 

MS. ERBE:  – eighty percent uneducated immigrants.  Actually native born 

Americans are leaving the church because of the constraints, because the Catholic Church 

still operates or the hierarchy does the same as it did in medieval times.  And American 

women are more educated and they see opportunities, and they’re not joining the church.  

So my question is –  

 

MS. SETMAYER:  And the Catholic Church – 

 



MS. ERBE:  – my question – yes, they’re not joining – they’re not giving their 

lives away for free like they did before, toiling for free in hospitals and schools.  And my 

question is, if the Vatican keeps it up, are they going to – is it going to go down to 5,000 

nuns in the United States, as opposed to 57,000?   

 

MS. MATSON:  Let’s take the big picture view because not only do we have the 

Vatican – and I want to be very clear that it’s all-male hierarchy of the Roman Catholic 

Church that is out of steps with the values of the Catholic people.  And I want to also 

share that I am part of a family with a lot of nuns in the background, as well as priests.  

You also have the Vatican going after the Survivors Networks of those Abused by 

Priests, recently, trying to bury them in mountains of requests and for an all-volunteer 

organization.  You have the Vatican trying to get involved directly in private health 

insurance decisions here in this country.  And so I think what we’re seeing is a consistent 

pattern with an all-male hierarchy, all by itself, not including women in the decision 

making at all, losing touch completely with women leadership, and really objecting to the 

idea that the nuns, who are wonderful Catholics and wonderful leaders in this country in 

helping the poor, that they have the right to have their own opinions and – 

 

MS. NATIVIDAD:  You know, it will probably get public opinion behind the 

nuns among the Catholics in this country.  And it’s already doing that.  And can influence 

the Catholics like me, who are active Catholics, you know, about their support of the 

church.   

 

MS. BUCHANAN:  It’s a basic principle of the church, something that they 

believe is faith, is part of their faith, is that the priesthood is for the male only.  That is 

not going to stop.  They would lose their authority as the Catholic Church.  It’s something 

that it’s been based on for years.  So I hear from you all that oh, what a terrible thing, 

they should change that.  Well, you just don’t – this isn’t a social club.  This is the 

Catholic Church.  It’s based on religious beliefs – 

 

MS. SETMAYER:  But that’s the point here.   

 

MS. BUCHANAN:  – and this idea that they should somehow change so that 

more women come into the church or become nuns is ridiculous.   

 

MS. SETMAYER:  That’s the point here.  You have freedom of religion.  If you 

don’t like what the Catholic Church’s doctrine is and has been for hundreds of years, then 

don’t become a Catholic.  And you can go ahead – 

 

(Cross talk.)   

 

MS. NATIVIDAD:  – when I say conservative, there were popes who were not as 

conservative – 

 

MS. ERBE:  John Paul.   

 



MS. NATIVIDAD:  John Paul, for instance.  But this particular pope is veering in 

another direction.   

 

MS. SETMAYER:  That’s his prerogative.   

 

MS. NATIVIDAD:  So – well, okay – 

 

MS. SETMAYER:  That’s his prerogative.  I mean, I’m not a Catholic – 

 

(Cross talk.)   

 

MS. ERBE:  Wait, wait, wait – 

 

MS. SETMAYER:  – a lot of hypocrisy there and then maybe this is something 

that Catholics need to take a look at and reassess whether they want – this is what they 

want to follow, but it’s not a political discussion.   

 

MS. ERBE:  Let me point something out, though, if I may.  These two women are 

still Catholics.  You left – you’re a Mormon.  You left.   

 

MS. BUCHANAN:  Yes.   

 

MS. ERBE:  Maybe – you know – 

 

MS. BUCHANAN:  No, but I – 

 

(Cross talk.)   

 

MS. BUCHANAN:  – that’s the key.  You know, they say they shouldn’t have 

their own opinions.  Of course, they should have their own opinions and they can 

certainly disagree and they can think that the church should change, but you can’t 

publicly, can’t go out and advocate as someone who has the authority as a Catholic nun, 

advocate something that’s absolute contrary to their doctrine and their faith.  You want to 

try to change it from inside.  That’s one thing.  I chose another faith, which I’m 

extraordinarily comfortable with.   

 

MS. NATIVIDAD:  Let me tell you – 

 

MS. ERBE:  Okay.  Last word.   

 

MS. NATIVIDAD:  Jesus went to the least of us.  That’s the Catholic doctrine 

that I remember.  The nuns – 

 

MS. SETMAYER:  They’re not criticizing nuns.   

 



MS. NATIVIDAD:  – are not contesting that they live it and so it’s not as if 

they’re opposing a church doctrine that never existed.   

 

MS. SETMAYER:  That’s not what the Vatican is criticizing them for.   

 

MS. NATIVIDAD:  So I think that’s the part of Catholicism that must be 

remembered. 

 

MS. ERBE:  All right.  And we’re out of time.  Behind the headlines, the burden 

of winning the Nobel Peace Prize.  Peace Prize winners travel the world as global 

ambassadors, talking about their work.  As the most recent winners – winners, rather – 

three women share their stories of struggles against inequality.  They also encourage 

women to empower their communities and confront inequality at home.   

 

(Begin video segment.)   

 

MS. ERBE:  Liberia’s first female president, Ellen Johnson Sirleaf, Liberian 

activist Leymah Gbowee, and Yemeni journalist Tawakkol Karman, the women share the 

2011 Peace Prize.  Now, they’re sharing the journey of advocacy.  Their work is a model 

for others, trying to end inequality against women in their homelands.   

 

MS. ELLEN JOHNSON SIRLEAF:  The Nobel Committee cannot license us, 

three laureates, to speak for women, but it has provided us a platform from which to 

speak to women, women around the globe.  (Applause.)  

 

MS. ERBE:  Karman founded Women Journalists without Chains.  She told us 

she accepted the award for her work empowering Arab women.   

 

MS. TAWAKKOL KARMAN:  The head of Nobel Peace Prize Committee, he 

said it’s for Tawakkol as a person and her struggle for women’s rights, human rights, 

fighting corruption, et cetera.  It’s also for Arab Spring.  It’s also for Muslims, for Islam, 

and for Muslim that Islam isn’t against the democracy.   

 

MS. ERBE:  Gbowee is intensifying her efforts to empower women.  She’s 

encouraging them to serve as ambassadors of peace and reconciliation.  Gbowee grew up 

in a refugee camp during Liberia’s civil war.  She organized Christian and Muslim 

women to demonstrate together during that war.  Her organization was pivotal in ending 

that civil war.  Gbowee now has a women’s movement in Liberia that promotes peace.   

 

MS.  LEYMAH GBOWEE:  In a year, at the community levels, I’ve been able to 

see some of the gains we’ve made with our girls project.  While the gains that I’ve seen is 

going into some of the communities where previously these girls would not speak up.  

They are now speaking out.  They’re getting involved in political activities.   

 

MS. ERBE:  Gbowee says, when it comes to improving the lives of women in 

Africa, the work has just begun.   



 

MS. GBOWEE:  In Liberia, in other parts of Africa, teenage pregnancy is a 

serious issue.  At the rate that we’re going, we would not see a next generation of 

women’s leaders to celebrate International Women’s Day in 20 years if we don’t address 

their reproductive health issue.   

 

MS. ERBE:  The three are among only 15 women who have been awarded the 

honor in the prize’s 110 years history.  Many believe this year’s decision was a signal 

from the Nobel Committee about the growing importance of the global fight for women’s 

rights.   

 

MS. GBOWEE:  Before I was a local girl and now I’m a global girl, I can’t say I 

would speak up of reproductive rights issues in Liberia, only I have to connect it to other 

parts of the world because I have become a daughter of the world, an advocate for 

women of the world.   

 

MS. ERBE:  Gbowee’s advice to future women’s rights and peace advocates is to 

improve their homes and communities first.   

 

MS. GBOWEE:  It’s easier to turn a blind eye to domestic violence in your 

community and to press your conscience to see I’m putting money into or I’m an 

advocate for domestic violence in Colombia, Mexico, or some African country.  So in 

that, we – I don’t have to look across the street in my neighborhood and get involved. 

 

(End video segment.)   

 

MS. ERBE:  Do you agree that the way to start globally is act locally?   

 

MS. MATSON:  Of course.  Women are the ultimate peace builders in society 

and around the world.  And this is so exciting to see that the Nobel Prize is going to three 

women from around the world who are true leaders, both as activists, as well as political 

leaders in showing that we have security worldwide.  Hillary Rodham Clinton made the 

statement that it’s imperative to the United States and that it’s actually a national security 

threat to have this state of inequality for women around the globe.  And so it’s really, 

really exciting to see the Nobel Peace Prize this year.   

 

MS. NATIVIDAD:  You know, there’s – the 15 winners of the – past winners of 

the Nobel Peace Prize – Nobel Prize – have banded together.  It’s called The Nobel 

Initiative.  And they are actively – using their platform to actively advocate for a whole 

host of issues that impact on women and using their voices – I’m saying beyond the three 

and I’m delighted that they all won – beyond these three, the other women are in fact 

using their notoriety and organizing together to advocate for peace.  Women have always 

been the victims of war, women and children.  And then, they’re there to ask to rebuild it.  

This is just formalizes that.   

 



MS. SETMAYER:  Well, I’m glad to see that the Nobel Committee is starting to 

go back to awarding people who are worthy of the Nobel Peace Prize, unlike Obama, a 

couple of years ago.  These women are heroes.  And they – this helps to bring attention to 

exactly what Irene was talking about, the horrors of what’s going on with women in other 

parts of the country that we oftentimes, in America, don’t pay attention to and don’t 

realize.  And this is a wonderful inspiration, particularly in Africa and particularly for 

Muslim women – I mean being a female journalist in Yemen is a courageous act in and 

of itself, given how oppressed women are and to see them looking to these women as 

inspiration and as role models I think is wonderful.  And the Nobel Prize elevates that.   

 

MS. BUCHANAN:  You know, I – there’s no question they’ve done some great 

work and you got to give them tribute – you got to tribute them for that.  But at the same 

time, some of the things that they’ve pursued, the Arab Spring, that to me it looks as if 

there’s going to be a radical Islamic – that they’re going to be ending up in charge of 

these places, which is going to set women back far more.  I would really like to see some 

focus on trying to break in to those communities and somehow make certain that women, 

young women especially, get some education, so they have the tools when they’re older 

and not to be forced out of schools.  I don’t give a hoot if they’re allowed to drive a car.  

Let’s focus on the really important things, these NGOs out there that provide loans for 

women in Africa and in Arab – in different places, that allow them to start a little 

business and start taking care of themselves.  I think that should be the focus.   

 

MS. NATIVIDAD:  But it’s a major step to recognize that it is important arena of 

achievement.  There was a time when we looked at the Nobel Peace Prize to go to some 

man who somehow, you know, brokered peace in some way.  To recognize three women 

as being the vehicle for that is a big deal.  And I –    

 

MS. ERBE:  And also and we’re out of time, but also it’s incredible the explosion 

of attention to global women’s issues, which didn’t exist 20 years ago.  It’s huge now.  

That’s it for this edition of To the Contrary.  Next week, single mothers.  Please follow 

me on Twitter @BonnieErbe and @ToTheContrary, and check our website pbs.org/ttc, 

where the discussion continues.  And whether you agree or think to the contrary, please 

join us next time.  

 

(END)  

 


